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Abstract 
The proposed “cemetery” and retail center for the Idora neighborhood of 
Youngstown, Ohio is the result of one research semester and one design semester.  
The design proposal arose from dissatisfaction with the architectural 
community’s propensity for using jargon and clichés when describing the 
contemporary suburban condition. Many critics and commentators understand 
suburbia through the lens of the postwar period. It has been suggested that 
suburbia was developed for use as a media weapon – and thus, at the conclusion 
of the Cold War, should have been rendered architecturally irrelevant. However, 
suburbia has remained stagnant. Design standards employed by developers 
continue to operate in support of an image-making regime. The image of domestic 
bliss suggests that Americans are capable of only one, homogenous form of 
existence. 
My thesis argues that a contemporary notion of suburbia can in fact be 
achieved by embracing its history and recognizing the overall ex-urban fabric as 
an occupiable historical document. A retail center – modelled on the strip mall 
typology – can behave as an antidote to suburban anxiety, when paired with a 
specific architectural language that establishes a ground-plane manipulation in 
which suburban homes can be recalled. 
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Executive Summary 
CONTENTION: 
 Contemporary architectural understandings of the urban periphery are 
anachronistic; for the postwar American suburb to avoid extinction, it must adjust 
formally in response to change in social considerations while still recalling its 
genesis. 
BACKGROUND:  
The Millenial American Eden is clad in aluminum siding. 
Such is the architectural rhetoric considering suburbia: pessimistic, 
punitive, and temporal. Today’s prevailing architectural thought asserts that the 
postwar exodus of (predominantly white and affluent) Americans to meticulously 
curated ex-urban communities was generated by anti-Soviet sentiments and 
hyper-capitalist ideals. This is not necessarily disputable. Indeed, the construction 
of suburbia and its continued development have been predicated by an onslaught 
of media designed to create a distinctly American lifestyle that would 
aesthetically and pragmatically clash with the Soviet way of life. The visual and 
aural weaponry employed by American governing forces comprise a fascinating 
case study on passive behavioral control. Americans want “it” and want “it” 
delivered to them with as little effort as possible in a timely manner. 
The resulting seamless visual field in which the ex-urban operates 
encourages the fetishization of domesticity. 
THE QUESTION: 
 
 The period of American history that can be described confidently as 
“postwar” ended in 1972 with the conclusion of the Strategic Arms Limitation 
Talks; SALT was the point at which two immovable forces signed into treaty a 
protracted stalemate. Animosity remained, of course, but the threat of total 
annihilation was significantly reduced. One would think, then, that American 
would be comfortable in their return to major urban centers (which, in theory, 
were no longer targeted). 
 Instead, the government’s visual campaign proved too effective: to this 
day, Americans are obsessed with postwar notions of domesticity. 
 Moreover, suburban constructs served a specific and temporal purpose in 
the American postwar period; today, more than six decades later, new 
considerations have arisen. 
 Does there exist a contemporary understanding of American suburban life 
that takes into account the ‘leftover’ or residual architectural form? 
THE STANCE: 
 Although the postwar lifestyle assumed homogeneity in its subjects, it 
presented a bastion in support of the basic human rights to privacy, happiness, and 
property. Yet it is exactly the ignorance of America’s heterogeneous proletariat 
that has brought about contemporary suburbia. There exists a distinct pattern 
language (perhaps most discernable from the air) describing an acceptance of a 
prescribed American dream. The vision of the suburban dream is ubiquitous: a 
home, built with minimal personal involvement, surrounded on all sides both by 
its manicured lawn and nearly-identical siblings. 
 
 However, these Millenial conceptions of suburban life stop just short of 
employing the scientific method. It is universally agreed-upon that there is a 
problem with suburbia (unfortunately, however, understandings of the ‘problem’ 
are determinately undercooked). Suburbia is indeed homogenous, repetitive, and 
similar both aesthetically and as is reflected by the demographic of its 
participants. This belief is nearly ubiquitous among theorists and commentators, 
architectural or not. But is the American urban not similarly repetitive? Are not 
American cities decidedly similar to one another, at least when viewed through 
the same critical lens used to berate suburban structures? 
 Instead, American suburbs should be considered as the transitionary force 
between two disparate understandings of the occupiable environment. The ex-
urban, at its core is the point at which pastoral America meets cosmopolitan 
America. It need not mediate this transition, but rather must at the very least 
responsibly marry the two environments. Postwar suburbia is concerned with only 
itself as an object of half-urban and half-pastoral density. 
METHODOLOGY: 
 The natural architectural manifestation of these considerations would be 
one that both referred to the past while also providing a usable program for 
suburban revitalization. The periphery of Youngstown, Ohio was chosen as the 
site due to its peculiar suburban condition: as the city’s population has dwindled, 
the built urban fabric has been removed in varying densities. In the Idora 
neighborhood, for example, many abandoned homes have been bulldozed and left 
as empty lots. 
 
 The design proposal introduces a retail center into the “missing teeth” of 
Idora’s fabric. Both recessed into the earth and perched above the ground plane, 
the new program intends to revitalize suburbia while also behaving as a 
“cemetery” for the postwar suburban home. The architecture can be a place where 
suburban homes “go to die” and their residents flock to remember. 
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The  Millenial  American  Eden  is  clad  in  
aluminum  siding.
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Such is the architectural rhetoric concerning American suburbia: pessimistic, 
punitive, and temporal. The notion is shocking, given the near-ubiquitous 
delusional exuberance of postwar America. Today’s prevailing architectural 
thought asserts that the postwar exodus of (predominately white and affluent) 
Americans to meticulously curated ex-urban communities was generated by 
anti-Soviet sentiments and hyper-capitalist ideals. This is not necessarily dis-
putable. Indeed, the construction of suburbia and its continued develop-
ment have been predicated by an onslaught of media designed to create 
a distinctly American lifestyle that would aesthetically and pragmatically 
clash with the Soviet way of life1. The visual and aural weaponry employed 
by American governing forces comprise a fascinating case study on passive be-
havioral control. Americans want “it” and want “it” delivered to them with as little 
effort as possible in a timely manner. Media is the avenue through which these 
imposed ideals can be imbued on society. 
The  resulting  seamless  visual  field  in 
which  the  ex-urban  operates  
encourages  the  fetishization  of  
domesticity.
However, at the same time, this is an assumption. To apply a single under-
standing to contemporary suburbia would be to operate in the generic, 
providing a breeding ground for the ubiquity from which suburban anxiety 
is generated.
Suburbia, as a whole, does not participate in a single, particular media cam-
paign. Rather, the image of postwar suburban bliss was appropriated for 
such purposes2.
As such, the consensus is unsatifactory; contemporary suburbia is a relic of 
architecture achieving political and social agency.
suburbia  is  no  longer  a  media  weapon
it  is  a  defining  operative  within  the
contemporary  american  landscape, 
a  historical  document  recalling  the
earnest  push  for  a  pastoral  ideal.
What, then, are we to make of a still-operational and occupied artifact?
Suburbia has become an archive, one adapted and altered by its inhabitants as 
it has aged. The result is peculiar: original housing prototypes have been ma-
nipulated by its users, what with contemporary additions and removals locked in 
struggle with archival form-making.
Through a rigorous study of the formal and spatial applications related to sub-
urbia at specific moments in time (while cross-referencing the architectural with 
the social and political) we can begin to consider the contemporary condition: 
that suburbia, today, is not simply the physical manifestation of postula-
tions on the ex-urban; it is a patterned landscape3, one that accurately 
mediates the space between the pastoral and the built.
suburbia  is  not  a  failure, nor  is  it  dead
suburbia  is  a  multi-faced  pattern  of 
architecture,  the  result  of  
interacting  spatial  forces.
it  is  a  microcosm  of  a  dominant  culture.
the  struggle  between  the  harmonious  model  of  
community  and  the  dystopian  inversion  of  that  
dream  is no  longer  relevant.
such  considerations  are  reductive  and two-
dimensional.  
the  idealized  and  insular  can  provide  a  
framework  within  which  the  hyperbolic  
fantasy  can  be  reached  for.
The  push  for  similar  experiences  and  
shared,  communal  space  and  the  
contrasting  over-the-top  critique  of  
programmatic  social  rigidity  are
durable  symbols  of suburban  
anxiety.
The  contrived, dispiriting, and alienating  
representation  of  suburbia  is  anachronistic;  
the  culturally-constructed  environment  is  no  
longer  empty  of  content
it  is  a  fixture  between  two 
contrasting  understandings.
contemporary suburbia  is  a  tangible  
heterotopia.
1804: Lewis and Clark Expedition In finding a passable route to the Pacific 
coast, the two explorers participated in the establishment of pastoral America4. 
Their journals, both pragmatic and eloquent, demonstrate an interest in the 
uknown realm so inextricably tied to the ex-urban ideal. The America Lewis and 
Clark passed through as investigators soon became the unadultered landscape 
desired and chased by suburban proponents. 1898: Garden City Movement 
Ebenezer Howard’s investigations on the urban periphery reveal a methodology 
for urban planning that places emphasis on the non-place5; the text is a propo-
nent for a town/country hybrid that might mediate the urban and natural forces. 
Howard argues that prospective homeowners need not debate the pros and 
cons of the periphery, for a successful medium exists between the regular and 
the untamed. 1932: Broadacre City Regarded as the apotheosis of suburbia, 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s lifelong project deifies the periphery and villifies the urban. 
The plan is hardly transit-oriented, instead insisting on the proliferation of indi-
vidual and ubiquitous land plots6. The final model, which itself celebrates the de-
velopment of a comprehensive pastoral language, presents an approach recep-
tive to lateral (rather than vertical) development. There is comfort in sameness, 
and anxiety can be tamed by individual plots. 1951: Levittown, Pennsylvania 
Arguably the poster child of suburban development, Levittown established the 
standard for ex-urban development driven by economic prosperity7. William 
Levitt’s master plan could exist only as a whole; community was formed by the 
strengths of similarity and shared experience. His tabula rasa afforded the ar-
chitectural team an opportunity to consider an insular and protected residential 
environment, while also incorporating wartime technologies for expedited and 
efficient construction. The housing prototypes, now almost constantly altered, 
offered consumers an off-the-shelf housing unit. 1962: Sea Ranch, California 
Al Boeke’s plan for Sea Ranch considers a return to the suburban pastoral. The 
design team compiled a linear grouping (instead of a centrally-focused commu-
nity) that would formally and experientially respond to the natural environment. 
The architecture employed hybridizes the vernacular and modern8. Presented is 
not a optimized building process or community plan but an approach that em-
braces the landscape as a pattern language worth incorporating.1964: The Ma-
chine in the Garden The musings of Leo Marx suggest (perhaps more so than 
tangentially) that suburban constructs not only intrude on the romantic pastoral 
scene but also identifies the contradictions inherent to the American periphery. 
The physical landscape -- otherwise unpredictable -- is presented as the battle-
ground between the rustic, sentimental model of American living and the indus-
trial forces that cloud any critical investigations of the “middle ground”9. 1965: 
A City Is Not a Tree Christopher Alexander, taking issue with the established 
modes of urban planning, insists that any urban formation cannot be broken 
down into individual parts that contribute to a whole through a hierarchical rela-
tionship. Alexander’s proposal operates through a series of inter-related spaces, 
which do not adhere to an inflexible pyramidal structure. The “semi-latticed”10 
city instead behaves informally and naturally. When applied to the periphery, 
Alexander’s theory considers the effectiveness of master planning and commu-
nity building. 1990: Celebration, Florida In many ways, Disney’s new urbanist 
ideal participates in the dialogue between corporation, consumer values, and 
the periphery. The town contrasts with Wright’s Broadacre, championing transit-
oriented development, while also re-appropriating the imagery and phrasing 
employed by William Levitt. This aspirational facade is potentially less earnest 
than it might have been in the postwar social environment; the construction 
onus is placed in the hands of a master planner rather than giving the responsi-
bility to the final user. 2008: Youngstown, Ohio A city’s ability to adjust in scale 
alongside changes in population and social order may be its ticket to longev-
ity. Rather than remaining fixed, a city that employs a dynamic urban form can 
retain its vivality in the face of economic hardship. Unlike other Rust Belt cities 
in the American midwest, Youngstown embarked on a half-decade-long plan to 
contract its city limits11. As the population and industry contracts, so does the 
city, placing a greater importance on the transitionary zone. For now, however, 
the periphery will be allowed to return to that which is distinctly ex-urban (as the 
landscape reclaims former housing tracts). 2010: Subprime Mortgage Crisis 
Banking corporations have proven to consider the home an instrument for dis-
tributing economic risk. In gambling against the homeowner, banks collected 
the collateral offered upon the initial sale12. Contemporary suburbia has de-
veloped into the crux of these financing struggles, as the very notion of home-
ownership as been called into question. A mortgage is not necessarily proof of 
ownership; rather, it is collateral that can be collected when payments remain 
unpaid. 2013
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The  lawn  is  the  site  most  charged  with  the  
struggle  between  the  domestic  collective  and  
the  fight  for  individuality -- 
thus  configuring  the  forces  against  and  in
favor  of  same-ness.
One’s front yard -- perhaps more so than a front elevation -- is the common fa-
cade in suburbia. At once distinctly private (but also esoterically a public media-
tor) the lawn recalls many a homeowner’s primordial desire for open space13.
But the lawn is controlled by the blades of a lawnmower and societal standards 
alike. In a domestic act imbued with referential and menial flavor, taming and 
controlling grass -- the ubiquitous weed -- encourages a homeowner’s mastery 
of nature. And yet, at the same time, it is a space that only hints at (and thus 
suppresses) the basic human want for untouched and unsullied natural environ-
ments.
The bizarre ritual of mowing the lawn -- in which hired help, peace-and-quiet-
seeking adults, and chore-completing children participate -- offers homeowners 
a sense of community. Control over one’s domain is a shared, public effort 
in the battle against crabgrass14. To allow for overgrowth or the rise of 
weeds is to self-ostracize.
controlling  the  private
is  a  public   responsibility.
Indeed, the lawn (or garden, for that matter) provides an approximation of the 
town and the country. It is a microcosm of multiple, varying environments, 
juxtaposing them in a heterotopia15.
Suburban ‘farming’ suggests that mowing the lawn enhances this sentiment: 
mowing, gathering the trimmings, and placing the leftovers at the curb reminds 
the community of one’s involvement in the shared suburban patterning. Grass 
is the nation’s single largest crop, and is a uniting force.
The ubiquitous blanket of green refers to the pastures of the English bucolic; it 
is an unused grazing space, no longer ‘mowed’ by animals necessary for Ar-
cadian sustenance. It is considered a natural realm, but is distinctly unnatural 
-- when well-manicured, it hints at a historicist pastoral existence lost in the 
residential composition.
This existence houses a number of heterotopias, while still operating at multiple 
scales and varying understandings.
pastoral
urban
middle
landscape
field  in  the  object
object  in  the  field
topographical surface
Michel Foucault’s musings regarding the classification of space produced his 
theory for heterotopias. Foucault noted that there exists a series of overlooked 
and phenomenological spaces in which either hidden or invisible activity takes 
place; citing “the space of a telephone call,”16 Foucault explained that certain 
spaces are by their very nature simultaneously physical and mental. As 
such, a heterotopia is either a representation of a utopia or makes a uto-
pian approximation possible. A prison, for example, houses the undesirables 
that would otherwise interfere with an attempt at utopia. A motel, too, might be 
advertised as a roadside stopping point for the weary when in fact it serves as 
the defacto home base for prostitution or drug use; the crisis takes place out of 
view17.
Similarly,  the  suburban  condition  exhibits the 
qualities  of  a  heterotopia.
The  lawn
the  object
The  front
dually-wrapped
monument
architectural
stage
topographical surface
While the suburban home (the object in the field) is surrounded on all sides by 
pseudo-bucolic carpeting, the lawn can be deconstructed into a series of inter-
locking and multi-scaled actors. The front yard, as explained previously, oper-
ates as a stage for imitating the pastoral and communal alike18. Meanwhile, the 
backyard is more personalized, behaving as the setting for play equipment, 
barbeques, pools, gardens, and unfinished yard work.
The bracketing of the object by two (functionally and spatially) distin-
guishable fields is what places the utopian ideal within reach. This inter-
action between what are otherwise agency-free participants produces a het-
erotopia; the front lawn, in opposition to the back, takes part in a large-scale 
operation crucial to the behavior of suburbia. The common (shared) exterior 
space, despite belongig to different homeowners, gives a pastoral spine to the 
American Eden.
This symbiotic relationship of front and back (as prescribed by the do-
mestic object) assists in the cultivation of the suburban utopia.
the  subdivision  boundary  is  demarcated  on  
the shared  edge  by  pastoral  signifiers.
The boundary between two plots is perhaps a more convincing heterotopia: if 
unmarked by a physical condition (a picket fence, for example), the two oppos-
ing properties may be distinguished by an unbuilt phenomenon (differing grass 
lengths and treatments). Moreover, because the boundary between indoors and 
outdoors is marked by the built enclosure alone, a heterotopia emerges when 
describing the lawn as outdoor living room.
If domestic space extends beyond the enclosure, and if it participates in a 
greater field of activity, then it is an enabling heterotopia; such is the case 
in many suburban tracts.
opposition  can  be  found  in  the  adjacent  
(common)  back-of-house  bucolic  field.
What  happens  to  these  heterotopias  when  they  
overlap?
how  might  they  begin  to  behave  when
considered  as  latent  physical  space?
The  (phenomenologically)  shared  pastoral  
offers  a  contentious  (heterotopic)  overlap.
is  the  cure  for  suburban  anxiety  
right  in  your  own  backyard?
i           i   
i   i       
One case study in particular jumps from the page in its treatment of the pasto-
ral. Sea Ranch, California was planned as a whole in 1963 as a response to the 
ex-urban subdivisions celebrated elsewhere; rather than treat the architectural 
site as a manipulable condition, developers such as William Levitt made sure to 
raze the landscape and build anew19.
The architects involved in Sea Ranch -- William Turnbull Jr., Charles Moore, Al 
Boeke, and Joseph Esherick -- were determined to impede on the landscape as 
little as possible, while still providing a framework and system within which they 
could operate.
The end result is perhaps the most bucolic and pastoral suburban planned com-
munity that was designed within a large-scale interconnected system20.
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The  architectural  conditions  that  participate
in  the  egalitarian  and  suppressive  suburban  
regime  were  developed  under  an  optimistic  and
communal  guise.
the  forces  that  went  into  the  development  of
the  current  pattern  were  a  cog  in  the  nation-
wide  postwar  period  of  exuberance.
Seeking a certain honesty in construction methods and materials, wealth-
backed developers saw not only a business opportunity (what with the housing 
crisis coming to a head) but also an opportunity to assist in the shaping of a 
distinctly American ex-urban experience.
While there exists a paradox in the relationship between the communal 
and individual suburban conditions, early subdivisions succeeded for the 
most part in the venture. The visual onslaught that pervaded media in the first 
part of the 1950s was in many ways an accurate portrayal: nuclear families (jux-
taposed alongside their carefully manicured lawns and efficient homesteads) 
were eager to take part in the cultivation of an ex-urban America21.
If the city denied freedom, suburbia was liberating; if the urban condition 
was overwhelming and portrayed as dangerous, embodying a lifestyle on 
the periphery allowed for a claim of moral superiority.

William Levitt (arguably the primary figure behind the revolution) was certainly 
aware of the existential dangers inherent to suburban activity22. He identified a 
housing problem and went about the built implementation of America’s desires 
in an environment particularly conducive to its development. With the assis-
tance of an architectural team (chaired by Levitt’s brother Alfred) he created a 
catalogue that would respond to his target audience’s requests for domesticity 
both pastoral and communal23. Achieving the best of both worlds was within 
reach through a series of architectural and technological manipulations.
Levitt’s homes are a lesson in marketing a mass-produced good. Their simplic-
ity in both formal and pragmatic terms meant that construction could mimic the 
war machine’s production methods; breaking house construction down into 
components allowed for a new standard that could be applied to any plot of 
land.
facing page (figure 3.2):
William Garnett
‘Grading, Lakewood, California’
1950
levitt's  siteless  architecture  was  to  be  the  
domestic  playground,  a  laboratory  for  a  novel
lifestyle...
effectively  rendering  suburbia  as  a  condition  
without  firm  architectural  context.
The Levitt homes exhibit an architectural rigor that one would hardly expect 
from a mass-produced product; employing the jargon of modern architecture 
(Levitt’s preference for “the machine” rather than “the home” in describing his 
approach to domestic life is well-documented24) Levitt advertised floor plans 
supposedly optimized in functionality for family living.
The public’s response was wholly euphoric.
Levitt’s catalogue included a number of customizable homes that were purport-
ed to fit any family’s desires. The Country Clubber, Jubilee, Levittowner, Penn-
sylvanian, and Rancher models (first put into action at Levittown, Pennsylvania) 
typify the domestic architectural intent of the mid-century period.
when  synthesized  as  part  of  an  environment
or  pattern, the  homes  exhibit  oppressive
sensibilities  --  but  it  is  almost  a  certainty
that  they  could  not  function  alone: they  are  to  
exist  in  relation  to  one  another.
facing page (figure 3.3):
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Just as optimistic as Levitt was the design team behind Disney’s Celebration, 
Florida. With the benefit of hindsight, the commitee embraced New Urbanist 
ideals and tailored their design to a group who still desired suburban economy: 
Disney World employees25.
Conceived of in 1994, Celebration was to be a community first and foremost 
(although it has been proven through practice and implementation that the co-
mingling of work and play in such a community is not sustainable), while oper-
ating within regional conditions more so than Levitt had26. Each home was to 
participate in the overall system unapologetically.
The ‘more sustainable’ New Urbanist community emphasized pedestrianism 
and transit alike. The architecture celebrated local history and community val-
ues, making great effort to consider diversity. The varying housing sizes and 
typologies (surrounding a clearly discernible community center) overtly place 
the design emphasis on the whole rather than on the individual. 
The  celebration  homes  reveal  an  attention  to  
detail  that exists  to  amplify  a  communal  sense  
of  domestic  bliss.
Just as the postwar suburban tract was infused with a certain political and so-
cial ideology, so too was Celebration’s development driven by large-scale eco-
nomic pressures and motivations. Inextricably linked to Disney’s EPCOT postu-
lations, Celebration had the funds backing it to put theory into practice.
If Levittown demonstrates architectural practice immediately identifiable as 
postwar, Celebration (what with its postmodern design articulation) is very obvi-
ously the latter portion of the 20th Century’s response.
Similarly, if Levittown was subconciously informed by Levitt’s economic dream, 
Celebration was overtly and openly controlled by Disney’s vision. It is a money-
making device at its core, described by residents as “a theme park without 
the rides”27. The proximity of services (a calling card of New Urbanist subdivi-
sions) may have been motivated by corporate intent.
At the same time, Celebration reached toward the future of ex-urban planning, 
optimistically attempting to provide a framework for future development.
yet  in  making  that  effort,  these  two  
subdivisions  may  have  encouraged  the
perpetuation  of  certain  suburban  beliefs.
Celebration  and  levittown  --  despite  the  40 
year  gap  --  sit  on  the  same  side  of  the  table.
regardless  of  economic  intent,  the  two  
residential  centers  attempted  to  cure  the  ex-
urban  ills  seen  in  america.
  i   i     ,      
i i i         
i     i     i .
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Use of the image has played a significant role in the changing perceptions of 
the ex-urban. Once employed as part of a military and economic campaign28, 
portrayals of suburbia have become punitive and reductive (while potentially 
lacking any sort of criticality). It could be said that image-making over-cor-
rected from one optimistic side of the spectrum toward something more 
condemning, resulting in a visual culture only partially accurate.
As it was in the postwar years, the image of suburbia is ubiquitous; contem-
porary visuals embody the sameness they purport to reject. The rhetoric, so 
primary to an understanding of millenial America, allows for one-sided opinions 
and hard stances. Where it was once en vogue to imagine and sell the image of 
postwar domestic bliss (and thus put it to work as a marketing device) it is now 
the norm to criticize the regime of sameness.
As the overtly critical and hopeful participate in a dialogue on the virtues 
of the ex-urban, is there a middle ground?
What  lies  in  the  space  between  these  two
opposing  understandings?
Can  it  be  exploited  architecturally?
The original images of postwar domesticity partook in the cultivation of an over-
arching image; suburbia operated exclusively as a counterpart to Soviet life-
styles and residential techniques. Understanding the Cold War as a conflict of 
wills and imagined worldwide influences contextualizes postwar suburbia as a 
weapon29. American propoganda suggests that the ideal ex-urban existence is 
both attainable for all creeds and still a desired product.
The typical image employed for this purpose portrays a nuclear family, over-
come with domestic bliss, in a technologically and pragmatically optimized unit. 
Although the image is at once emasculating and perpetuates reductive female 
roles, it provides insight as to the manner in which suburbia was conceived. 
The postwar ex-urban established one view of what it mean to be American at a 
time when such guidance was desired.
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Coupled with popular sitcoms of the day (such as 1957’s Leave It to Beaver) 
the image within the carefully-coordinated campaign makes clear the intentions 
of suburban subdivisions; marketing strategies reveal a great deal about the 
product’s purpose.
Of course, this understanding of suburbia generated a great deal of backlash, 
for it was not particularly difficult to identify the image regime’s practices. The 
response (initially seen in films such as 1969’s Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice) 
claimed that optimized and economical images of suburbia encouraged a 
lifestyle devoid of individuality and personal identity. Critiques of the past 
half-century push postwar image-making to the absolute edge30; satirical films 
such as Ordinary People (1980), Edward Scissorhands (1990), and The Tru-
man Show (1998) imagine suburbia as an oppressive architectural environ-
ment. The Stepford-like rhetoric stated that suburbia was all bad with no good, 
a reversal from 1950s exuberance; sububia was exclusively painful31.
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At the same time, Christopher Alexander contextualized and broke down the 
image regime in A City Is Not a Tree (1965). Lamenting the rise of “artificial cit-
ies”32 built en masse through techniques in mimicry, Alexander suggested that 
our obsessive-compulsive desires for neatness and avoidance of conflict 
built an environment conducive to the proliferation of subdivisions. Con-
versely, “natural cities” harbor a “semilattice”33 about which a complex and lively 
fabric functions. Planned cities are perfectly straight and symmetrical around 
their center (which itself exists only to serve our collective capitalist latencies).
Ambiguity, overlap, and formal diversity create true experiential bliss; the 
artificial and forced image of suburbia does not allow for such complexity. 
The “extreme compartmentalization”34 so feared by Alexander had become the 
norm by the time The Truman Show and its brethren lamented its existence.
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within  the  framework  of  the  suburban  image,
there  exists  an  opportunity  to
weld  the  artificial  to  the  semilattice.
The  architectural  guidelines  are  already
in  place,  and  only  require  manipulation.
rather  than  suggest  that  suburbia
exists  in  two  disparate  schools   of  thought,
considering  the  heterotopias  inherent
to  ex-urban  structure  as  site  may yield
surprising  synchronicities  between
pastoral  and  domestic  space.
the  in-between
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In 2008, the city council in Youngstown, Ohio drafted a plan alongside Mayor 
Jay Williams that would abandon existing re-development strategies35. They 
had, for the most part, failed to initiate the economic and domestic activity nec-
essary to sustain a city of Youngstown’s size. The Rust Belt town had been hit 
particularly hard in the three decades preceding Mayor Williams’ radical plan.
Youngstown consists of a central downtown core, which is comfortably urban. 
But radiating from the shopping district, alongside the Mahoning River, are a 
series of subdivisions lacking contextual adherence36.
The suburban structure, while within the city limits, behaved for quite 
some time as the postwar suburban image prescribes37. Serving the local 
mills and factories, they together formed a bucolic suburban environment.
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The shutdown of these factories in 1977 precipitated the departure of half the 
city’s population (once as high as 150,000 residents)38.
In order to survive, the city has gone about demolishing unowned and aban-
doned suburban homes, effectively shrinking the city. It has begun to dynami-
cally respond to changes in population, yielding to the ebbs and flows of city 
size, reacting to change not as a fixed relic but as a capricious participant in a 
new movement39.
The project has been extremely successful.
The image of suburbia need not remain fixed; it can change, adapt, and 
mature as does the built environment.
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suburban  heterotopias -- the  interactions
between  two  adjacent  or  systemically-related
plots,  the  space  wedged  alongside  the  domestic
and  the  public  within  each  property,  and  a 
visualization  of  the  hyperbolic  arguments  in
favor  of  and  against  suburbia -- offer  a
number  of  architectural  opportunities.
the  imagined  physical  space  for  that  which  is
otherwise  unbuilt  is the site.  
The  interactions  between  the  existing 
 heterotopias  can  generate  an  architectural  
statement  that  pulls  from  each  stance  as  the  
heterotopia  requires.
the  experiment:
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